Abstract
in, e.g., estimators for edge length and position [25] , arc length and area [4] , and In the novel DT method presented in this paper, the distance vectors point interpolation of the computed distance values in a level set method is used to get 8 a better approximation of the wavefront that corresponds to the evolving level 9 set. In [11], the level set is approximated by interpolation using distance values 10 at grid points in a narrow strip and, similarly to our method, the sub-pixel 11 accuracy is obtained by using the distance to the curve instead of the distance 12 to the grid points.
13
Under the assumption that the edge is locally straight, the pixel coverage 14 and the edge direction together determine the distance from the pixel center to 15 the edge. In this paper, the vector to the closest pixel intersecting the edge is 16 adjusted by a small sub-pixel distance computed from the approximate direction 
Applications

21
There are a number of image processing applications where the proposed 22 method can be used to provide better results than a binary DT. By modifying 23 the definition of distance to measure the distance to the ideal boundary between 24 foreground and background, signed distance fields created by combining two
25
DT passes over the image, one on the image and one on its inverse, will not 26 exhibit a problematic discontinuity at the edge, and therefore morphological 27 operations like erosion and dilation with small distances of only a few pixels will 28 be significantly more accurate than by using a binary DT. Euclidean erosion for g x = 0 or g y = 0, the relation between d f and a is a simple linear ramp: 
The continuous and monotonous function a(d f ) for a given edge direction ϕ 8 can then be written as:
In Equation 3, we can see that, for an arbitrary edge direction ϕ, the area that it is enough to look at angles in the first octant g x ≥ g y ≥ 0. Other cases can be evaluated by changing the sign of g x and/or g y and if necessary swapping 17 g x and g y .
18
For our application, we want to compute d f as a function of a. For a fixed for 0 ≤ a ≤ 1: ble, but it is increasingly accurate for pixels further away from the edge, and 12 asymptotically exact for distant pixels.
13
In the anti-aliased vector propagation method, d i is adjusted using d f from 14 Equation 4 above:
A vector propagation distance transform using the modified distance mea- 
Further improvements 4
At edge pixels, the distance vector points to the same pixel and does not 
14
In our experiments, using the local gradient always improved the accuracy 15 for edge pixels, where no other edge direction information was available. Away 16 from the edge, using the local gradient sometimes increased the error but still 17 improved the average result within one or two pixels distance from the edge.
18
Beyond that, the gradient information was frequently less accurate than the 19 integer distance vector. Therefore, the local gradients were used to improve the 20 result only at the edge and very near it, where most of the larger absolute errors 21 were located.
22
Binary EDT AA using Eq. 1 AA using Eq. 4 AA using Eq. 6 0.33 s 0.83 s 3.2 s 3.9 s (g x , g y ) is local gradient at edge pixel
Results
1
We implemented our modified distance measures in a classic sequential Eu- DT and the improved anti-aliased DT, so the performance figures in Table 1 only where the closest contour has a radius of curvature smaller than one pixel, 7 which invalidates our assumption of a locally straight edge.
8
The anti-aliased EDT yields a smoother gradient field, as illustrated in Fig-9 ure 8 by the divergence of the gradient of the distance field. While the modulus 10 of the gradient is quite close to 1 at most positions even for a binary EDT,
11
the gradient direction deviates significantly from the true direction in an unpre-12 dictable manner. There are noticeable directional discontinuities in the com-
13
puted distance field even at large distances, as can be seen in Figure 8 , left.
14 These artifacts are reduced to the limit of extinction by using an anti-aliased 15 grayscale input image and our modified distance transform algorithm, see Fig-16 ure 8, right. in fact, was our motivation for developing this transform.
26
Furthermore, the improved smoothness of the gradient of the generated dis- , subsampled binary EDT from 8 × 8 higher resolution, subsampled binary EDT from 16 × 16 higher resolution. For a discussion on the errors, see Figure 7 and the text. structures for computer graphics where the visual result is dependent on differ-1 entials of the distance field.
2
In theory, the anti-aliased distance transform presented here can be replaced were to be computed from binary input, the binary image would need about 
